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Dongxing Lin, a native and citizen of China, petitions pro se for review of
the Board of Immigration Appeals’ (“BIA”) order dismissing his appeal from the
immigration judge’s decision denying his application for asylum, withholding of
removal, and protection under the Convention Against Torture (“CAT”). We have
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jurisdiction under 8 U.S.C. § 1252. We review for substantial evidence the
agency’s factual findings. Zehatye v. Gonzales, 453 F.3d 1182, 1184-85 (9th Cir.
2006). We deny in part and grant in part the petition for review, and we remand.
Substantial evidence supports the BIA’s denial of Lin’s CAT claim because
Lin failed to establish it is more likely than not he would be tortured. See Go v.
Holder, 640 F.3d 1047, 1053-54 (9th Cir. 2011) (petitioner failed to show
sufficient probability of torture to satisfy high CAT standard). Thus, Lin’s CAT
claim fails.
Substantial evidence does not, however, support the BIA’s finding that Lin
failed to establish his actual and/or imputed political opinion was or would be a
central reason for arrest and mistreatment by the police, where Lin testified the
police questioned him about his actions “to oppose the government” and beat him
when he asserted the protest he led was an attempt to maintain his legal rights. See
Hu v. Holder, 352 F.3d 1011, 1019 (9th Cir. 2011) (“Even though there might have
been multiple motivations for the government’s mistreatment of [the petitioner],
his credible testimony compels a finding that one of the central reasons for his
alleged persecution was because of a protected ground – his expression of a
political opinion, actual or imputed.”).
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Thus, we grant Lin’s petition for review with respect to his asylum and
withholding of removal claims and remand for further proceedings consistent with
this disposition. See INS v. Ventura, 537 U.S. 12, 16-18 (2002) (per curiam).
Each party shall bear its own costs for this petition for review.
PETITION FOR REVIEW DENIED in part; GRANTED in part;
REMANDED.
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